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Abstract. The best Sobolev trace constant is given by the first eigenvalue
of a Steklov-like problem. We deal with minimizers of the Rayleigh quotient
‖u‖2

H1(Ω)
/‖u‖2

L2(∂Ω)
for functions that vanish in a subset A ⊂ Ω, which we

call the hole. We look for holes that minimize the best Sobolev trace constant
among subsets of Ω with prescribed volume. First, we find a formula for the
first variation of the first eigenvalue with respect to the hole. As a consequence
of this formula, we prove that when Ω is a ball the symmetric hole (a centered
ball) is critical when we consider deformations that preserves volume but is
not optimal. Finally, we prove that by the Finite Element Method we can
approximate the optimal configuration and, by means of the shape derivative,
we design and algorithm to compute the discrete optimal holes.

1. Introduction.

Sobolev inequalities are relevant for the study of boundary value problems for
differential operators. They have been studied by many authors and is by now
a classical subject. It at least goes back to [1], for more references see [5]. In
particular, the Sobolev trace inequality has been intensively studied in [2, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 16, 17, 18], etc.

Let Ω ⊂ RN be a bounded smooth domain (C2 is enough for our arguments).
For any subset A ⊂ Ω, which is a smooth open subset (also C2) we define H1

A(Ω) =
{u ∈ H1(Ω) : u |A≡ 0}. We refer to A as the hole. There is a compact embedding
(known as the Sobolev trace theorem) H1

A(Ω) ↪→ L2(∂Ω). Hence there exists a
constant S = S(A) such that, S‖u‖2L2(∂Ω) ≤ ‖u‖2H1(Ω), for all u ∈ H1

A(Ω). The best
Sobolev trace constant is the largest S such that the above inequality holds, that
is,

S = S(A) = inf
v∈H1

A(Ω)\H1
0 (Ω)

∫

Ω

|∇v|2 + v2 dx
∫

∂Ω

v2 dS

.

Since the embedding is compact, we have existence of extremals, i.e. functions
where the infimum is attained. These extremals are strictly positive in Ω \ A,
smooth up to the boundary and are weak solutions of the following Steklov-type
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eigenvalue problem:

(1.1)





−∆u + u = 0 in Ω \A,
∂u

∂ν
= λu on ∂Ω,

u = 0 on ∂A,

where ∂/∂ν is the unit normal exterior derivative. The first eigenvalue of (1.1)
coincides with the best Sobolev trace constant, S(A) = λ1(A).

We normalize the extremals, or eigenfunctions, with

(1.2)
∫

∂Ω

u2 dS = 1.

This eigenvalue problem has been introduced by [22] and has been intensively
investigated ever since. See, for instance, [3, 11, 18].

Optimization problems for eigenvalues have been extensively studied in the lit-
erature due to the many applications in several branches of applied mathematics
and engineering, specially in optimal design problems, see the survey [13].

Optimal design problems are usually formulated as problems of minimization of
the energy stored in the design under a prescribed loading. For applications to
engineering of optimization for Steklov eigenvalues, see [3].

In view of the above discussion, we consider the following optimization problem:

For a fixed 0 < α < |Ω|, find a set A∗ of measure α that minimizes λ1(A)
among all measurable subsets A ⊂ Ω of measure α.

This problem was first studied in [11] where the authors show that such an
optimal set exists among the class of measurable subsets of Ω.

The topology of this optimal set is not known but the complement, Ω \ A, is
connected (see [11]).

Some symmetry is expected in the case that Ω is a ball. It is shown in [11] that
every optimal set is spherically symmetric in the sense of [21].

On the other hand, it is also proved in [11] that a set A that maximizes λ1 does
not exist. In fact, sup λ1(A) = +∞ where the supremum is taken over all sets A of
given measure α.

In a subsequent paper, [12], the interior regularity of this optimal hole A∗ was
studied. In that paper it is proved, under very mild assumptions on the eigenfunc-
tion that are satisfied, for instance, if Ω is a ball, that the optimal set A∗ is an open
set with smooth boundary.

The purpose of this article is twofold. First we analyze the dependence of the
first Steklov eigenvalue with respect to the hole by means of the so called shape
derivative. We compute the derivative of λ1(A) with respect to variations of the hole
and use this formula to deduce some symmetry (or lack of symmetry) properties of
optimal holes, namely, if Ω is a ball then the centered ball is not optimal, but it is
critical with respect to deformations that preserve volume.

Second, we turn our attention to numerical approximations of optimal holes. We
believe that these are our main results. In this direction we first prove that if we
consider a finite element discretization of the problem, then the discrete optimal hole
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converges measure theoretically to the continuous one. Then we face the problem
of computing the discrete optimal hole. We design an algorithm based in the shape
derivative of the first Steklov eigenvalue. This algorithm is described in Section
3.2 and some numerical experiments are given in Section 3.3. This approach to
numerical approximation in optimal design problems has been extensively used in
engineering, in quite a lot of situations (building, car, aircraft, aerospace industries,
etc.), see for example [19].

1.1. Description of the results. The main results of the paper are stated below.

To study the variations of the first Steklov eigenvalue with respect to variations
of the domain we consider a smooth map (C1 is enough) V : RN → RN , the
deformation field. Since we are interested in variations of the hole we will assume
that supp(V ) ⊂ Ω. Hence, given a closed set A, we consider the perturbed holes,

At := (Id + tV )(A) = {x + tV (x), x ∈ A}.
Our first result is the following:

Theorem 1. The function λ1(At) is differentiable with respect to t at t = 0 and it
holds

(1.3)
d

dt
λ1(At)|t=0 = λ′1(A) = −

∫

∂A

(
∂u

∂ν

)2

〈V, ν〉 dS,

where u is a normalized eigenfunction and ν is the exterior normal vector to Ω \A.

As a consequence of the above theorem and the regularity of optimal holes proved
in [12] we get a necessary condition on the holes to be optimal.

Corollary 1.4. Let A∗ be a smooth optimal hole (i.e. λ1(A∗) = min|A|=α λ1(A))
and u an eigenfunction associated to λ1(A∗), then ∂u

∂ν is constant along ∂A∗.

This condition was already observed in [12].

Next, we look for the optimal hole when Ω is a ball B(0, R). As a consequence
of Theorem 1, we have that a centered ball A = B(0, r), r < R is critical in the
sense that λ′1(A) = 0 when considering deformations that preserve volume, that is,
deformations that satisfy div(V ) = 0 in A. Surprisingly, this configuration is not
optimal, thus we are in presence of a lack of symmetry in the optimal configuration.
To prove this fact we use ideas from [16]. When the measure of the hole is half the
measure of the ball, we show that half the ball is not optimal either.

Theorem 2. Let Ω = B(0, R).

(1) Let the hole be a centered ball A = B(0, r). Then,
(a) this configuration is critical in the sense that λ′1(A) = 0 for all defor-

mations V that preserve the volume of A.
(b) This symmetric configuration is not optimal.

(2) The half ball B+(0, R) := B(0, R) ∩ {x1 ≥ 0} is not optimal.

Now we turn our attention to the problem of computing the optimal holes. First,
we show that by applying the usual finite element method one can obtain a good
approximation of our minimization problem. In fact, for every h > 0 we consider
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the usual finite element space Vh ⊂ H1(Ω) of piecewise linear continuous functions
on a regular triangulation of Ω of size h, and denote

Th :=
{

Th
j : 1 ≤ j ≤ Jh,

⋃

j

Th
j = Ω

}
.

Observe that in general is not possible to get
⋃

j Th
j = Ω. However since ∂Ω is

smooth, we can assume that Ω can be written in this way for every h small enough.
The error introduced is negligible. See [4] for this fact and for a general reference
to the Finite Element Method.

Consider the class Oh of subsets Ah of Ω constituted by unions of triangles Th
j

of Th that verify

• |Ah| ≥ α.
• There exists a triangle Th

j ⊂ Ah such that |Ah − Th
j | < α.

Observe that the numerical holes Ah verify α ≤ |Ah| ≤ α + ChN .
Our discrete optimization problem reads as follows. For each Ah ∈ Oh, let

λ1,h(Ah) := inf
{ ∫

Ω

|∇v|2 + v2 dx : v ∈ Vh, ‖v‖L2(∂Ω) = 1 and v|Ah
≡ 0

}
.

It is immediate to see (since Vh is finite dimensional) that there exists uh ∈ Vh (a
discrete eigenfunction) such that

λ1,h(Ah) =
∫

Ω

|∇uh|2 + u2
h dx.

As there are finitely many configurations Ah it follows that there exists an opti-
mal configuration A∗h such that

λ1,h(A∗h) = min
Oh

λ1,h(Ah).

Our convergence result says that the numerical optimal constant and eigenfunc-
tions approximate the continuous ones as h → 0 and as a consequence, that the
discrete optimal hole approximate the continuous one. We prove the following,

Theorem 3. It holds
lim
h→0

λ1,h(A∗h) = λ1(A∗).

Moreover, for any sequence hj → 0, there exists a subsequence hjk
→ 0 and a

function u ∈ H1(Ω) such that

uhjk
→ u strongly in H1(Ω).

This function u verifies that A∗ := {u = 0} is optimal for λ1(A) and u is an
eigenfunction for λ1(A∗). Finally, we have convergence of the holes,

|A∗hjk
4A∗| → 0, as k →∞,

that is
XA∗hjk

→ XA∗ in L1(Ω).

In actual computations of A∗, the method described above is not plausible, since
the number of elements in Oh grows exponentially as h → 0.

Next we propose an algorithm to compute minOh λ1,h(Ah) and A∗h for fixed
h. The algorithm works as follows: first, we select a set Ah ∈ Oh and compute
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λ1,h(Ah) (and its corresponding eigenfunction uh). This is a finite dimensional
eigenvalue problem. Once the discrete eigenfunction is known we compute the
normal derivative at ∂Ah and we remove some triangles from Ah adding others
(essentially preserving the measure of the hole). Following (1.3) we remove triangles
with large normal derivative and add triangles adjacent to ones with small normal
derivative. In this way we obtain a new set Ãh to iterate the procedure. More
details are explained in Section 3.2.

With this procedure we find numerically the optimal hole for various domains.
In the case of a ball, we observe that the optimal hole looses symmetry, as proved
in Theorem 2.

1.2. Organization of the paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
in Section 2 we prove our shape derivative formula, (1.3) and apply it to deal with
the symmetric case to prove Theorem 2. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 3 and then
we propose and apply to different situations a numerical scheme to approximate
the discrete optimal hole. We end the section with some comments on difficulties
encountered in applying our method and possibilities for improvements.

2. The shape derivative

2.1. Computation of λ′1. In this subsection we prove the formula for λ′1(A) given
in Theorem 1.

We begin by showing that λ1(At) is differentiable at t = 0. We remark that this
fact can be obtained as a consequence of the general theory for families of operators
of type A developed in [15] Chapter VII, but we provide here a direct proof of this
fact by using a variant of the Implicit Function Theorem whose proof can be found,
for instance, in [20].

Lemma 2.1. Let E, F,G be three Banach spaces, U ⊂ E a neighborhood of 0 and
V ⊂ F a neighborhood of y0. Consider the applications f and g such that

(2.2)

{
f : U × V → G g : U → V,

g(0) = y0, f(x, g(x)) = 0 ∀x ∈ U,

(2.3) f is differentiable at (0, y0),

(2.4)
∂f

∂y
(0, y0) : F → G is an isomorphism,

(2.5) g is continuous at 0.

Then, g is differentiable at 0 and the derivative ∂g
∂x (0) verifies

(2.6)
∂f

∂x
(0, y0)x +

∂f

∂y
(0, y0)

∂g

∂x
(0)x = 0,

for every x ∈ E.

Now we use Lema 2.1 to prove that λ1(At) and its associated normalized eigen-
function ut, are differentiable at t = 0.
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Lemma 2.7. With the same notation and assumptions of Theorem 1, we have that
λ1(At) and its associated normalized eigenfunction ut : R → H1(Ω) are differen-
tiable at t = 0.

Proof. We have ∫

Ω

∇ut∇ϕ + utϕdx = λ1(At)
∫

∂Ω

utϕdS.

Making the change of variables x = y + tV (y) and calling ūt(y) = ut(y + tV (y)),
ϕ̄(y) = ϕ(y + tV (y)), after integration by parts we obtain

∫

Ω

at(x)∇ūt∇ϕ̄ + bt(x)ūtϕ̄ dx− λ1(At)
∫

∂Ω

ūtϕ̄ dS = 0,

where at(x) := det(Id+tDV ) ·(Id+tDV )−1 · [(Id+tDV )−1]t and bt(x) := det(Id+
tDV ). Observe that at(x) |∂Ω= I, a0(x) = I, b0(x) = 1 and that the application
ϕ 7→ ϕ̄ is an isomorphism between H1

At
(Ω) and H1

A(Ω).
Recall that, since V has compact support,

∫

∂Ω

ū2
t dS = 1.

Now let
g(t) = (λ1(At), ūt) ∈ R×H1

A(Ω)

and f : R×R×H1
A(Ω) → (H1

A(Ω))′ ×R, where (H1
A(Ω))′ is the (topological) dual

space of H1
A(Ω), given by f = (f1, f2),

f1(t, λ, v)φ :=
∫

Ω

at(x)∇v∇φ + bt(x)vφ dx− λ

∫

∂Ω

vφ dS,

f2(t, λ, v) :=
∫

∂Ω

v2 dS − 1.

The continuity of g is proved in [11], Theorem 1.6 and one can easily check hy-
potheses (2.2) and (2.3) of Lemma 2.1. It remains to check (2.4).

First, we compute

∂f1

∂(λ, v)
(0, λ1(A), u)(µ,w)φ =

∫

Ω

∇w∇φ + wφdx−
∫

∂Ω

(λ1(A)w + µu)φdS,

∂f2

∂(λ, v)
(0, λ1(A), u)(µ,w) = 2

∫

∂Ω

uw dS.

Now, the fact that ∂f/∂(λ, v)|(0,λ1(A),u) is an isomorphism follows by the Fred-
holm alternative applied to the operator S : (H1

A(Ω))′ → (H1
A(Ω))′ given by Sh := v

where v is the solution to∫

Ω

∇v∇φ + vφ dx− λ1(A)
∫

∂Ω

vφ = 〈h, φ〉,

for every φ ∈ H1
A(Ω). Here, 〈·, ·〉 denotes the duality pairing between (H1

A(Ω))′ and
H1

A(Ω).
In fact, first one uniquely determines µ such that h ⊥ u and so w = w0 + su

for any s ∈ R and finally one uniquely determines s so that 2
∫

∂Ω
uw dS = r for a
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given r ∈ R. Observe that the inclusion of H1
A(Ω)∩ (H1

0 (Ω))⊥ in (H1
A(Ω))′ is given

by v 7→ ϕv where

〈ϕv, φ〉 :=
∫

∂Ω

vφ dS.

This proves that g is differentiable at t = 0 and therefore λ1(At) and ut are
differentiable at t = 0. ¤

Proof of Theorem 1. To find the expression for λ′1(A) in Theorem 1, we first
look for a problem that is satisfied by the derivative u′ = ∂

∂tut |t=0, namely

(2.8)





∆u′ = u′ in Ω \A,
∂u′

∂ν
= λ′1(A)u + λ1(A)u′ on ∂Ω,

u′ = −∂u

∂ν
〈V, ν〉, on ∂A.

Next, we use this expression together with the weak form of the equation verified
by u, (1.1), to compute the formula for the derivative λ′1(A), (1.3).

In Chapter 5 of [14], a similar problem is treated: Let Ut := (Id+ tV )(U), where
U ⊂ RN is a bounded domain, and vt ∈ H1

0 (Ut) be the weak solution of
{
−∆v + v = f in Ut,

v = 0 on ∂Ut,

where f ∈ L2(RN ). Then vt is differentiable at t = 0 and if v := v0 ∈ H2(Ω) then
v′ is the solution of 



−∆v′ + v′ = 0 in U,

v′ = −∂v

∂ν
〈V, ν〉 on ∂U.

Using the fact that λ1(At) is differentiable at t = 0 and arguing exactly as in
[14] it can be proved in our case that ut is differentiable at t = 0 and that u′ verifies
(2.8).

To find the expression for λ′1(A) we observe that from ∆u′ = u′ and ∆u = u we
obtain ∫

∂Ω

∂u′

∂ν
u dS =

∫

∂Ω

∂u

∂ν
u′ dS +

∫

∂A

∂u

∂ν
u′ dS.

Hence,

λ′1(A)
∫

∂Ω

u2 dS + λ1(A)
∫

∂Ω

uu′ dS = λ1(A)
∫

∂Ω

uu′ dS +
∫

∂A

∂u

∂ν
u′ dS.

Using that we have normalized u by (1.2), that is
∫

∂Ω
u2 dS = 1, we get

λ′1(A) = −
∫

∂A

(∂u

∂ν

)2

〈V, ν〉 dS.

as we wanted to prove. ¤
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2.2. Applications to a symmetric domain: The ball. In this subsection we
take a symmetric domain Ω = BR, the ball of radius R centered at 0, and prove
that the optimal hole is not completely symmetric.

Proof of Theorem 2. First we prove (1)-(a), which is a consequence of Theo-
rem 1. Then we consider A = Br. Since the first eigenvalue λ1(A) is simple (see
[18]), it follows that u is radial. Hence there exists a constant C such that at the
boundary of the hole we have,

∂u

∂ν
= C.

Therefore, using that we are dealing with deformations V that preserves the volume
of the hole, we get

λ′1(A) = −
∫

∂A

(∂u

∂ν

)2

〈V, ν〉 dS = −C2

∫

∂A

〈V, ν〉 dS = C2

∫

A

div(V ) dx = 0.

To prove (1)-(b) we need a Lemma that concerns λ1(R, r) := λ1(Br). We cannot
find this optimal constant explicitly, nevertheless it verifies a differential equation.

Lemma 2.9. Let R > r, then λ1(R, r) := λ1(Br) verifies the differential equation

(2.10)
∂λ1

∂R
= −N − 1

R
λ1 + 1− λ2

1,

with the condition

(2.11) λ1|R=r = +∞.

Proof. Let ϕ(s) be a solution of




ϕ′′ + N−1
s ϕ′ = ϕ in s > r,

ϕ′(r) = 1,

ϕ(r) = 0.

Hence u(x) := ϕ(|x|) is a radial solution of ∆u = u in BR \Br with u |∂Br= 0.
Therefore, by the simplicity of λ1, u is the eigenfunction associated with λ1 for

every R > r. Thus

(2.12) ϕ′(R) = λ1ϕ(R).

From this equation we obtain an expression for the derivative of λ1. Namely,

∂λ1

∂R
=

∂(ϕ′/ϕ)(R)
∂R

=
ϕ′′

ϕ
(R)−

(
ϕ′

ϕ

)2

(R).

Now we observe that, by (2.12),

ϕ′′

ϕ
(R) =

−N−1
R ϕ′ + ϕ

ϕ
(R) = −N − 1

R
λ1 + 1,

Hence we get,
∂λ1

∂R
= −N − 1

R
λ1 + 1− λ2

1.

To check the condition (2.11) we proceed as in [11]. We claim that

λ1(Br) →∞ as ε = R− r → 0.
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In fact, let uε ∈ H1(BR) be an extremal for λ1(Br) normalized so that

‖uε‖L2(∂BR) = 1.

Thus, uε = 0 in Br and so uε → 0 a.e. BR as ε → 0.
If λ1(Br) were bounded then, up to a subsequence, there exists a function u ∈

H1(BR) such that

uε ⇀ u weakly in H1(BR),

uε → u strongly in L2(BR) and a.e. in BR,

uε → u strongly in L2(∂BR).

Since uε → 0 a.e. BR and ‖uε‖L2(∂Ω) = 1 we arrive to a contradiction. ¤

From this lemma we get the following corollary.

Corollary 2.13. The function λ1 = λ1(R, r) verifies

(2.14) λ2
1 + λ1

N − 1
r

> 1, for all R > r.

Proof. We begin differentiating (2.10) to obtain

∂2λ1

∂2R
= −N − 1

R

∂λ1

∂R
+

N − 1
R2

λ1 − 2λ1
∂λ1

∂R
.

Observe that, since λ1 > 0, at any critical point (λ′1 = 0) we have λ′′1 > 0. Hence
λ1 has at most one critical point, which is a minimum. If λ1 has a minimum, when
is reached we get from (2.10) that

1 =
N − 1

R
λ1 + λ2

1 <
N − 1

r
λ1 + λ2

1.

If λ1 has no critical points then, since λ1 → +∞ as R → r we get that the
conclusion holds at least for R close to r. Now we observe that in this case λ1

is strictly decreasing as a function of R and, from the equation (2.10), it verifies
limR→∞ λ1 = 1. ¤

Now we can proceed with the end of the proof of Theorem 2. Let φ be the
solution of 




φ′′ + N−1
s φ′ = φ in r < s < R,

φ(R) = 1,

φ(r) = 0.

The function v(x) := φ(|x|) is an extremal for our minimization problem.
Now let us move this symmetric configuration in the x1 direction. To this end,

first extend φ to the whole R extending by zero to (0, r) and as a solution of the
equation φ′′ + N−1

s φ′ = φ with φ(R) = 1, to (R, +∞). Then v is extended to the
whole RN . Let

xt = (x1 − t, x2, ..., xN ),
and define

U(t)(x) = v(xt).
This function U vanishes in At := Br(te1) a subset of Ω = BR of the same area of
Br for every t small.
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Now, let us compute the derivatives of

Θ(t) :=

∫

BR

|∇U(t)|2 + |U(t)|2 dx

∫

∂BR

|U(t)|2 dS

.

We have,
Θ(0) = λ1(Br).

Observe that, since Θ is an even function, we have

Θ′(0) = 0.

To obtain Θ′′(0) we denote

f(t) :=
∫

BR

|∇U(t)|2 + |U(t)|2 dx and g(t) :=
∫

∂BR

|U(t)|2 dS.

Hence Θ′′(0) = g−3(f ′′g2 − fgg′′ − 2f ′g′g + 2f(g′)2)|t=0. Next we compute these
terms:

f(0) = λ1|∂BR|, g(0) = |∂BR|,

f ′(0) = −
∫

BR

∂

∂x1

(|∇v|2 + v2
)
dx, g′(0) = −2

∫

∂BR

∂v

∂x1
dS,

f ′′(0) =
∫

BR

∂2

∂x2
1

(|∇v|2 + v2
)
dx, g′′(0) = 2

∫

∂BR

( ∂v

∂x1

)2

+
∂2v

∂x2
1

dS.

By means of Green’s Theorem we obtain

f ′(0) = −
∫

∂BR

(|∇v|2 + v2
)
ν1 dS,

f ′′(0) =
∫

∂BR

∂

∂x1

(|∇v|2 + v2
)
ν1 dS.

Since v is radial, we get
f ′(0) = g′(0) = 0.

Summing up,

Θ′′(0) = |∂BR|−1

(∫

∂BR

∂

∂x1

(
|∇v|2 + v2

)
ν1 dS − 2λ1

∫

∂BR

( ∂v

∂x1

)2

+
∂2v

∂x2
1

dS

)
.

Observe that since v is radial we can replace x1 by any xi, i = 1, . . . , N . Therefore

Θ′′(0) =
1

N |∂BR|
(∫

∂BR

∂

∂ν

(
|∇v|2 + v2

)
dS − 2λ1

∫

∂BR

|∇v|2 + ∆v dS

)
.

Now, we compute

∂

∂ν

(
|∇v|2 + v2

)∣∣∣
∂BR

= 2φ′(R)(φ′′(R) + φ(R)) = 2λ1

(
2− N − 1

R
λ1

)

and
(|∇v|2 + ∆v)|∂BR

= (φ′(R))2 + φ(R) = λ2
1 + 1.
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Finally,

Θ′′(0) =
2
N

λ1

[
1− N − 1

R
λ1 − λ2

1

]
.

By (2.14), we get that
Θ′′(0) < 0.

Hence 0 is a strict local maxima of Θ. Now,

λ1(Br) = Θ(0) > Θ(t) ≥ λ1(Br(te1)),

for every t small. Therefore the symmetric centered hole with a radial extremal is
not an optimal configuration.

To end the proof we show that the half ball is not an optimal configuration
either. To prove this fact, we argue by contradiction. Let us assume that A∗ =
B(0, 1) ∩ {x1 < 0} is an optimal hole. Then the associated eigenfunction verifies
u = 0, ux1 = constant on {x1 = 0}, and ∆u = u in B(0, 1) ∩ {x1 > 0}. Let us
consider the function

v(x) = a(ex1 − e−x1).
This function verifies ∆v = vx1x1 = v in B(0, 1) ∩ {x1 > 0} and on x1 = 0,
v = 0 and vx1 = constant (that we may assume that is the same as the constant
for ux1 choosing a appropriately). Therefore w = (u − v) satisfies ∆w = w in
B(0, 1) ∩ {x1 > 0}, w = 0 in B(0, 1) ∩ {x1 < 0} and wx1 = 0 on x1 = 0. Hence
w vanishes in the whole ball and then u(x) = v(x). But now we observe that v(x)
does not verify ∂v/∂ν = λv on the boundary {|x| = 1, x1 > 0}. This contradiction
proves that taking half the ball as the hole is not optimal. ¤

Remark 2.15. The proof above shows that the centered ball is in fact a local max-
ima among balls of the same measure.

Remark 2.16. It can be checked, arguing as in the proof of the preceding Theorem,
that for every γ, B ∩ {x1 > γ} is not optimal among sets of the same measure.

3. Numerical approximation of the optimal hole

3.1. Finite Element approximation. In this subsection we prove that the FEM
described in the introduction gives a good approximation procedure for the mini-
mization problem.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let A∗h be an optimal configuration and uh an associated
eigenfunction. Then

‖uh‖2H1(Ω) = λ1,h(A∗h) ≤ λ1,h((A0)h) < C,

where (A0)h is a discretization of a fixed regular set A0 ⊂ Ω of measure α. There-
fore, we have that {uh}h>0 is bounded in H1(Ω). So, for any sequence hj → 0,
there exists a subsequence hjk

→ 0 and a function u ∈ H1(Ω) such that

uhjk
⇀ u weakly in H1(Ω),

uhjk
→ u strongly in L2(Ω),

uhjk
→ u strongly in L2(∂Ω),

uhjk
→ u a.e. in Ω.
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By the above mentioned convergence, we have that ‖u‖L2(∂Ω) = 1 and

|{u = 0}| ≥ lim sup
k→∞

|{uhjk
= 0}| ≥ lim

k→∞
|A∗hjk

| = α.

Now,

lim inf
k→∞

λ1,hjk
(A∗hjk

) ≥
∫

Ω

|∇u|2 + u2 dx ≥ ‖uα‖2H1(Ω).

Here uα ∈ H1(Ω) is an extremal, i.e. |{uα = 0}| ≥ α, ‖uα‖L2(∂Ω) = 1 and
‖uα‖2H1(Ω) ≤ ‖w‖2H1(Ω) for every w that vanishes in a hole of measure α. It is proved
in [11] that |{uα = 0}| = α and in [12] that uα is locally Lipschitz continuous.

Given ε > 0, for any h small enough (h < h0(ε)), let vh ∈ Vh be such that
‖uα − vh‖H1(Ω) < ε, ‖vh‖L2(∂Ω) = 1 and such that there exists a set Ah ∈ Oh with
Ah ⊂ {vh = 0}.

This function vh can be constructed as follows: First, we define v̄h in this way,
for every triangle Th

j with Th
j ∩ {uα = 0} 6= ∅ we put v̄h|T h

j
≡ 0 and in the rest of

the nodes of the mesh we put v̄h = uα. This defines a unique function v̄h ∈ Vh that
verifies

‖uα − v̄h‖H1(Ω) < δ,

for every h < h0(δ). This is a standard interpolation error estimate since uα is
regular in Ω \Aα. See [4].

Observe that, as ‖uα‖L2(∂Ω) = 1, we have

1− Cδ < ‖v̄h‖L2(∂Ω) < 1 + Cδ,

hence, vh := v̄h/‖v̄h‖L2(∂Ω) satisfies all the above requirements.
Now, we have∫

Ω

|∇vh|2 + v2
h dx < ε +

∫

Ω

|∇uα|2 + u2
α dx = ε + ‖uα‖2H1(Ω),

from where λ1,h(A∗h) → ‖uα‖2H1(Ω) as h → 0. Now, as uhjk
⇀ u weakly in H1(Ω)

and
‖uhjk

‖2H1(Ω) = λ1,hjk
(A∗hjk

) → ‖u‖2H1(Ω),

it follows that uhjk
→ u strongly in H1(Ω).

Finally, as u is an extremal, by [11] we have |{u = 0}| = α.
The fact that |A∗4A∗h| → 0 as h → 0 is a consequence of Lemma 3.1 below.

This finishes the proof. ¤

Lemma 3.1. Let fn, f : Ω → R≥0 be measurable functions such that fn(x) → f(x)
a.e. in Ω. Suppose that |{fn = 0}| → |{f = 0}|. Then

|{fn = 0}4{f = 0}| → 0, as n →∞.

Proof. By Egoroff’s Theorem, given ε > 0, there exists a closed set Cε ⊂ Ω such
that

|Cε| < ε and fn → f uniformly in Ω \ Cε.

We call Eε := Ω \ Cε. By the uniform convergence, for any δ > 0,

(3.2) {fn = 0} ∩ Eε ⊂ {f ≤ δ} ∩ Eε,

if n is large enough.
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Now,

{f = 0} \ {fn = 0} ⊂
(
({f ≤ δ} \ {fn = 0}) ∩ Eε

)
∪ Cε.

Therefore, by (3.2), we obtain

|{f = 0} \ {fn = 0}| ≤ |{f ≤ δ}| − |{fn = 0}|+ 2ε.

Taking limit first as n →∞ and then as δ → 0 we obtain

lim sup
n→∞

|{f = 0} \ {fn = 0}| ≤ 2ε,

so
lim

n→∞
|{f = 0} \ {fn = 0}| = 0.

Finally, by (3.2),

{fn = 0} \ {f = 0} ⊂
(
({f ≤ δ} \ {f = 0}) ∩ Eε

)
∪ Cε.

As before, we obtain,

|{fn = 0} \ {f = 0}| ≤ |{f ≤ δ}| − |{f = 0}|+ 2ε,

from where it follows that

lim
n→∞

|{fn = 0} \ {f = 0}| = 0.

The proof is now complete. ¤

3.2. The numerical algorithm. In this subsection we describe a numerical sche-
me, based on our formula for the shape derivative with respect to the hole, to
approximate the optimal hole and the optimal extremal. Recall that we have to
minimize λ1,h(Ah), Ah ∈ Oh.

The Algorithm.

(1) Choose an initial hole A0
h. This hole must verify

• |Ah| ≥ α.
• There exists a triangle Th

j ⊂ Ah such that |Ah − Th
j | < α.

(2) Compute λ1,h(A0
h) and the extremal u0

h. Observe that this is a finite
dimensional eigenvalue problem.

(3) Compute the normal derivative at the boundary of A0
h.

(4) Sort the faces of the triangles. They are sorted according to the
sizes of the computed normal derivatives. We call the sorted faces e1, ..., eK

and the triangles containing them T1, ..., TK , T̃1, ..., T̃K . The first ones be-
longing to A0

h and the last ones to Ω \A0
h.

(5) While |A0
h| > α, A0

h = A0
h − TK−j, j = j + 1. We remove the triangles

with larger normal derivative until the measure of the hole lies below α.

(6) While |A0
h| < α, A0

h = A0
h ∪ T̃i, i = i + 1. We add triangles to the hole

in regions of the boundary where the normal derivative is small.

(7) Update the hole: A1
h := A0

h.

Observe that this new hole A1
h verifies the conditions imposed to A0

h. Hence, we
can iterate this procedure from (2).
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Figure 1. L-shaped domain

Figure 2. Two balls with handle

3.3. Numerical results. In this subsection we use the algorithm described in the
previous subsection to different situations in order to see what the optimal hole
looks like. To compute λ1,h(A0

h) and the extremal u0
h we use the minimization

routine fmincon from Matlab.
In the first column of Figures 1 to 3 the initial domain Ah used to start the

method is shown. The second and third columns show the final (best) hole and the
corresponding extremal.

In Figure 1 the L-shaped domain is composed by three squares of area 1, we
have used α = 1/2.

In Figure 2 the domain is composed by two balls with a handle. Each ball has
radius 1 and we take α = π, the area of one of the balls.

In Figure 3 the domain is the unit ball. In this case we take α = π/2, half
the measure of the ball. As can be seen the optimal hole is neither a centered
ball nor half the ball. It can also be appreciated that the (numerical) best hole is
approximately spherically symmetric.

In Figure 4, we show the evolution of λ1,h(Ah) (with fixed h) as the algorithm
iterates. As can be seen it is not true that λ1,h(Ah) decreases from one step to
another, but it does in the long run.

Next we analyze the behavior of the approximations of A∗h, λ1,h(A∗h) by our
method as h → 0, which is shown in Table 1 and Figure 5. We use for this
computations the L-shaped domain with α = 1. The first column of the table
shows the value of h, the mesh parameter, the second one, the area of the numerical
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Figure 3. The ball
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Figure 4. Behavior of the eigenvalues as the algorithm evolves

h |A∗h| λ1,h(A∗h)
0.80 1.0000 0.58058
0.50 1.0018 0.57848
0.25 0.9729 0.54091
0.10 1.0004 0.50227

Table 1. Numerical optimal eigenvalues

optimal hole A∗h and the last one, the value of the numerical optimal constant
λ1,h(A∗h). In Figure 5 the numerical optimal holes are drawn.

3.4. Final comments. Let us mention some difficulties and possible improvements
for the algorithm.

The algorithm as described above, may develop cycles (in particular when near
the optimal hole) that may prevent convergence. In order to avoid this problem
several ad hoc strategies can be adopted. We choose not to allow the method to
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h=0.80 h=0.50 h=0.25 h=0.1

Figure 5. Behavior of the numerical optimal hole as h → 0

add a triangle to the hole that has been removed from it some fixed number of steps
ago.

It can be observed from the numerical simulations that the problem of finding
the discrete optimal hole for fixed h has many spurious minima. By a spurious
minima we mean that there exists non-optimal configurations with the following
property: if we remove any triangle of the hole and add another one on any part of
the boundary of the hole, the new eigenvalue is larger than the previous one. When
running the algorithm one should be aware of this fact.

Due to above mentioned facts, in general, is very hard to prove convergence
results for these kind of problems. Nevertheless, it can be appreciated convergence
of the algorithm for fixed h (see Figures 1-4) and convergence of the computed
optimal holes as h → 0 (see Table 1 and Figure 5). The results in Theorem 3 give
the convergence of the discrete optimal holes to the continuous one as the mesh
size h goes to zero.

For fixed h and a fixed hole Ah, different methods can be applied to compute
the discrete eigenvalue. Methods specially designed for eigenvalue problems can
be used. The method we use here has the advantage of being easily implemented
through the iterations and of being more flexible when dealing with nonlinear prob-
lems where eigenvalue techniques do not apply.

The method, as described above, replaces very few triangles of the hole in each
step. That is not efficient if we are far from the optimal hole. So, it is better
to replace several triangles in the firsts steps of the algorithm and decrease the
quantity of replaced triangles as the algorithm iterates.

A stopping criteria should be established to decide whether to stop the algorithm.
There are many possibilities to do this, let us mention two of them

- If λ1,h(Ah) decreases less than a fixed tolerance from one step to another (or
in several steps).

- If the method tries to add triangles to the hole that have been removed a few
steps ago (it can be observed in numerical simulations that this happens when we
are close to the optimal hole).

This method seems better suited to find the location of the hole rather than
the fine resolution of its boundary. Adaptivity (near the boundary of the optimal
computed hole) should be used to achieve this goal.
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